The Latest In
MEX V15
MEX V15 is the latest in software development
and innovation by MEX Maintenance Software.
Building on the success of MEX itself we have released the all new MEX V15 coded in HTML 5 and proving
a cross platform experience with a host of new improvements and additions available.
A whole host of improvements have been vigorously tried and tested and are now available to you.
Any Browser Any Device
MEX is more versatile than ever and can now be used across a host of computers and devices. From
Windows to Mac, Google Chrome to Internet Explorer, right across to Android tablets and iPads.

All New Dashboard
The latest release of MEX v15 brings the all new MEX Dashboard that also
takes on HTML 5 coding and is fully scalable to any device.
Monitor the state of your maintenance KPI’s on the road by utilising MEX
Dashboard on any phone or tablet device enabling simple and smooth
data driven decision making out in the field. You can even customise your
dashboard to suit your organisations KPI’s.
Single Sign On
Single Sign On (SSO) allows users to have one set of log in credentials for all their MEX
applications and any other application that permits SSO. MEX SSO allows users to open
up and instantly use all MEX applications with their credentials automatically activated.

MEX Makes It Simple

Basic Active Directory Integration for Password Control
Available now with MEX V15, administrators can now integrate their Active Directory users structure and
security right into the MEX System. This is something that has been requested a few times in the past,
and we are proud to announce the launch of this feature with MEX V15.
Preventative Maintenance Scheduler
A new version of the preventative maintenance scheduler has been released with a new calendar and a
new layout.
Email Notifications
MEX V15 brings with it a new and improved system for email notifications with a cloud
mail server provided by MEX.
This elevates any issues customers were having setting up their own sever and offers a
simple efficient avenue for email notifications with email approvals available.
Importing & Exporting
The latest enhancement to the import & export feature has eliminated the need for MEX utilities and
rolled the functionality into MEX. Data management is easier than ever with the ability to import and
export data from a local file directly into your MEX system.
New Report Editor
A newly built in ‘Query Writer’ with no reliance on Microsoft access to write reports allows you to
comprehensively analyse all of your maintenance data with ease.
Electronic Permits
With MEX V15 comes the now standard addition of electronic permits, designed to simplify your Work
Order and maintenance process. You are now able to:
Fill in safety documents on mobile devices through the MEX iOS App at the job site
Generate pre filled automated work permits to be attached to preventative maintenance policies
Permits are also configurable to meet your own specific needs
Quotes
The new version of MEX allows our users to easily add in a quote to the system enabling seamless
computerised maintenance management allowing you to monitor and manage your quotes in the MEX
digital platform.
Contact MEX Sales on +61 7 3992 4777 or email sales@mex.com.au for more information.
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